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Synopsis
In IDEAL-type sequences, spectral selective pulses are done with an excitation frequency f  dependent on the slice position, and the acquisition is applied with a reception frequency f . For a proper spectral study, the
phase observed during the di�erent evolution times of each shot (TE) has to be dependent only on the CS. A phase coherent f -f  switch is applied throughout the pulse sequence. However, depending on the frequency
commutation position, phase errors are accumulated, disturbing the CS study. This presentation elucidates the impact of the commutation's position and how to correct to resulting phase errors.

Introduction
In order to reduce acquisition time and increase spectral bandwidth in MRSI, it is useful to acquire several experiments with slightly di�erent echo timing, as in IDEAL-type sequences (multi-shot) [1] presented in Figure
1. Here, the chemical shift (CS) information is acquired in multi-shot, where the echo time (TE) is incremented once per shot to sample the signal nonlinearly. The excitation is done with a spectral selective pulse with an
excitation frequency f , and the acquisition is applied with a spiral-OUT trajectory with a reception frequency f . A coherent switch between both frequencies has to be applied throughout the pulse sequence. For proper
CS study, the phase acquired during TE, at t , should only depend on the CS and not be prone to the in�uence of the pulse sequence. However, a spurious phase can be accumulated during the TE depending on the
frequency commutation position leading to phase errors. This presentation aims to explain how the position of the frequency switch a�ects the spectral study and how to overcome the resulting phase errors.

Theory
Firstly, during the excitation time, the slice selective gradient is applied, making the excitation frequency f  dependent on the slice position in the z-direction (f  ∝ z, f =0 for a centred slice z=0 and f ≠0 for a shifted one).
Secondly, the di�erent echo times (TE) correspond to the evolution time where the CS's phase variation is studied through TE increment. Finally, during the acquisition time, f  can be non-nil under certain circumstances
explained in the presentation. If the phase's evolution during the di�erent TEs must depend only on the CS for each shot, it can also depend on either f  or f  depending on when the emission/reception switching is
performed. We present the three possible frequency-switch cases (see Figure 2): i) Acq-Switch, f -f  commutation at t ; ii) RF-Switch, f -f  commutation at t ; and iii) double 0-Switch, f -0 commutation at t  and 0-f
commutation at t . Using Acq-Switch or RF-Switch case leads to unwanted phase accumulation when f  or f  is non-nil, respectively. This spurious phase has to be eliminated from the acquired signal before
spectroscopic image reconstruction. The double 0-Switch case leads to no phase accumulation, making the acquired signal free of sequence-dependent phase.

Method
IDEAL SPIRAL pulse sequence was applied at 11.7 T on a phantom composed of four syringes �lled with either [1- C]Pyruvic acid, [1- C]Lactate, [1- C]Alanine, or [1- C]Urea �xed in 10% gelatine. Seven shots were
applied with an echo time increment of 0.86 ms, determined through NSA analysis [1]. The spectroscopic (CS) images were reconstructed with the least square estimation approach described in [1]. The pulse sequence
was applied using the Acq-Switch case for a centred (0 mm, f =0) and a shifted slice (-4 mm, f =-533Hz), and the RF-Switch case for the shifted one. Using spiral-OUT trajectory leads to a nil f .

Results
In Figure 3, each row presents each metabolite's C image, superimposed on a H reference image of the phantom. Row 1 presents the acquired images using the Acq-Switch case for the centred slice. The metabolic
images are well reconstructed and correspond to the reference image. Row 2 presents the images generated for the shifted slice, where phase errors occur and the CS information is lost. Row 3 shows the same
acquired images but after f  phase correction. The metabolic images are, therefore, well reconstructed. Row 4 presents the images acquired using the RF-Switch case for a shifted slice. As f =0, no unwanted phase was
accumulated, and the metabolic images are successfully reconstructed without any phase correction.

Conclusion
During the di�erent evolution times (TE), unwanted phase shifts are likely to be accumulated due to non-nil excitation or reception frequency (f  or f ) for Acq- or RF-Switch case, respectively. These phase errors disrupt
the CS information and lead to incorrect metabolic image reconstruction. Phase correction has to be applied by removing the spurious phase prone to the pulse sequence. The framework presented is general and it
clari�es the di�erent situations and possible solutions for phase errors
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Figures

Figure 1: Illustration of the IDEAL SPIRAL spectral encoding scheme. It consists of Radiofrequency (RF) pulses applied during an excitation time (t ), and acquisition with spiral-OUT spatial encoding (t -t ) applied after an
echo time (TE=t -t ). Several shots are used to encode the spectral information, which is targeted during the evolution time (TE), while slightly increasing the TE after each shot (TE  is the echo time of the m  shot).
Three shots are presented, but this pulse sequence is true for m shots.

Figure 2: Illustration of the di�erent cases of the emission/reception frequency switching during the pulse sequence timing, leading to di�erent frequency dependence during the evolution times. Acq-Switch case: f -f
switch before the acquisition at t , and the CS behaviour detection is done in reference to f . RF-Switch case: f f  switch before the evolution time at t , hence CS behaviour detection done in reference to f . Double 0-
Switch case: f -0 switch for the evolution time at t , 0-f  switch at the end of it at t .

Figure 3: Reconstruction of the C metabolite maps acquired with the IDEAL Spiral method. For a slice centred, the proper metabolic image reconstruction of the data acquired with the Acq-Switch case was performed
with no correction (top row). Rows 2 and 3 are C metabolite maps acquired by using the same switch case, but with a shifted slice (-4 mm) where phase errors occur, before and after phase correction, respectively.
Row 4 the RF-Switch case was used where no correction is required and proper images are directly reconstructed.
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